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AWE Vision
To market and operate AWE wind-powered energy
producing devices based on our patented technology.

AWE Mission
To change the renewable energy landscape with our proprietary
technology, anywhere and everywhere power is needed.
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The AWE: Demo Video

Click to Play
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Problem:

Global warming, energy supplies, and energy costs are
issues on the minds of world and company leaders alike.
Current renewable energy technologies are expensive and
inefficient.
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AWE Solution
Our patented technologies for wind powered energy
production, and water extraction.
The patents make it near impossible to emulate or
replicate what the AWE devices can do.
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Why Now?

The renewable energy sector is growing exponentially because
people realize climate change needs to be addressed now before
it’s too late to reverse the devastating effects of global warming.
The AWE system is now at a place where the technology has been
fully vetted, prototyped, and ready for Stage One production.
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Electricity Market Size
All Electricity Production
United States: $400 billion
Worldwide: $3.4 trillion
Renewable Electricity Production
United States: $90 billion
Worldwide: $800 billion
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AWE Product Overview
• Stores energy using compressed air with 24/7 output
• Operating in winds as low as 2 mph
• Can operate with zero wind up to 14 days
• From portable units to large multi-gigawatt units
• Systems are module so they can grow to meet needs
• Can be installed anywhere power and water are needed
• Efficiency rating: 90% (same as nuclear and hydropower)
• The lowest cost per installed kilowatt
• Can operate under long-term contracts (20+ years)
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AWE Business Model
AWE has developed a flexible business model which allows us to
operate under different strategies:
• Electricity generation under direct contract (PPA)
• Electricity generation and sale of electricity to utility companies
• Sub-contracting of PPA
• Lease of devices
• Sale of devices (in territories where required)
• Joint ventures with companies for commercialization
• Sale of water and carbon credits
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Team

Allen Mark Jones

Brian Tochi

Medgar Boston

Chief Technical
& Design Officer

Managing Director/
Chief Operating Officer

Executive Director of
Business Development

Mr. Jones has more than 28 years
of experience in the electric
utility industry. He held various
management positions with San
Diego Gas & Electric that gives
him a depth of knowledge and
insights to electric utilities and
land development. He built,
owned and was partner in a large
water treatment operation in
Surprise, AZ

Mr. Tochi evolved his career
into several successful
entrepreneurial executive
positions including heading
entertainment and finance
production company LionStar
Entertainment Group where he
helped create and produce
Time/Warner & Whittle
Communications’ $240 Million
funded project ‘Channel One’.

Over a decade of experience
developing, managing and
directing programs for various
organizations including the State
of California, FEMA and TSA.
A seasoned Public Affairs and
Human Resources professional
with a focus on program design,
financial analysis, budget
administration and training.
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Team: Partner
Elite Aerospace Group (EAG)

EAG is a leading aerospace components design, engineering and manufacturing company.
AWE Industries selected EAG as a key partner, due to their experience with highly demanding
clients such as Space X, NASA, Boeing, and Northrup Grumman.
EAG has built and assembled our first working prototype and has enthusiastically committed
to support our order book, increasing the size of their facilities to meet our needs.

“

A new way of harnessing wind power in
a much more globally friendly way by
harnessing existing technologies that
change the scale of what is necessary
to generate truly usable energy
Andrew Pisula
VP Technical Operations
Elite Aviation (2015-2017)

“

The amount of wind it takes to drive
this is much lower than typical
windmills. It's very efficient and can
be used in varied global distress
scenarios all over the world.
Karl Conroy
Lead Mechanical Engineer
Elite Aviation (2015-2016)
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Opportunity
Investment: $5 million

Capital Use

Revenue

Expansion

Build 1-MW device

Baseload Power

Increase capacity

(months 1-10)

(Post testing)

(Post testing)

(6 months)

(1-MW = $65K per month)

(10-MW = $650K per month)

Test device

Peaking Power

Additional device(s)

Operations

Private partnerships

(4 months)

(variable)

(post first device)

The units are scalable through modules. The 1-megawatt test device can be expanded
up to 1-gigawatt by simply adding more generators and compressors to the same unit.
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Thank you
Medgar Boston
(213) 369-8927
medgar.boston@the-awe.com

Appendix
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Secondary Benefit:
Water Production

Worldwide, there’s over 3 times more water in the atmosphere than all
groundwater, lakes and rivers combined.
During the same process of compressing air to create electricity, the AWE
technology extracts water vapor from ambient air to produce water.
The AWE devices can produce utility-scale water from almost anywhere.
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